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Conformational disorder of conjugated polymers: Implications for
optical properties

Sophia N. Yaliraki and Robert J. Silbey
Department of Chemistry and Center for Materials Science and Engineering, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

~Received 21 August 1995; accepted 20 October 1995!

A physical picture of a conjugated chain as a collection of almost planar segments, separated by
large angular breaks arises from a microscopic model which includes conjugation and steric
interactions. The conjugation part of the standard phenomenological Hamiltonian for torsional
motion is also derived from the model. We obtain a probability distribution of the length of segments
between those breaks as the relevant factor for the behavior of the chain. We also perform numerical
simulations of the structure and properties of these chains; the results of this are in agreement with
our analytic predictions. In explaining experimental data for optical properties, such as the second
hyperpolarizability,g, our theory provides improved agreement over previous models. ©1996
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~96!51804-5#

I. INTRODUCTION

The effects of conformational disorder on the electronic
properties of conjugated polymers has been the focus of vari-
ous studies.1–5 In some cases, the extent of the effect has
been shown theoretically to be small,6 and, since deviations
from planar configurations on these systems are small, they
have therefore been ignored. Since small deviations from
planarity have little effect on the conjugation, and large de-
viations have a great effect, then for the study of nonlinear
optical properties, the large deviations, although rare, are de-
terminative. This leads to a model for the optical properties
of the conjugated chain that can be described as relatively
long, almost planar segments~perhaps ‘‘wormlike’’! sepa-
rated by abrupt breaks in planarity~‘‘flips’’ !. It is the flips
that dominate the optical properties. This is different in spirit
to the work of Soos and Schweizer,7 who consider the chain
as ‘‘wormlike’’ without large rotational defects that break the
conjugation. This alternative description challenges the idea
of one effective length as adequate characterization of the
properties of conjugated systems. Our work also differs to
that of Kohler et al.,8 where distributions of conjugation
length were varied to best fit measured absorption spectra.
Here, we derive a probability distribution of segments begin-
ning from a microscopic Hamiltonian, that we believe con-
tains the most relevant interactions of our problem. This pic-
ture leads to an improved explanation of optical properties of
long chains as seen in recent experiments.9

We consider systems with alternating single and double
bonds. Rotation around each single bond is allowed; a plane
or platelet is associated with each double bond. Although we
choose polyacetylene to illustrate the model, we are not con-
fined to this system. Any monomeric unit, such as a ring, can
be the building block of the platelet. Each platelet forms an
angleu with the reference plane of the perfectly planar chain;
adjacent platelets form a relative anglef ~Fig. 1!. A tight
binding model with modified transfer integrals~to accommo-
date rotations! is used to describe the electronic behavior of
the system. A torsional potential takes into account steric

effects arising from the rotation of platelets. Electron corre-
lations are ignored at this level. We show that the ‘‘frag-
mented’’ chain constitutes a meaningful picture for these sys-
tems, and apply it to the calculation of optical properties
such as the absorption spectrum, the linear polarizability,a,
and the second hyperpolarizability,g. We also study the ef-
fect of conformational disorder for this system through nu-
merical simulations, using a Metropolis-type algorithm. We
compare our analytical results to those from the simulations
as well as to experiments and show good agreement.

The paper is structured as follows: in Sec. II we present
the microscopic model Hamiltonian of conjugation and steric
interactions. We derive from this Hamiltonian the phenom-
enological term used by Rossiet al.2 to model torsional mo-
tion. In Secs. III and IV, we discuss the picture of the frag-
mented chain. In Sec. III we calculate the number of flips in
the chain from the phenomenological model, as well as the
probability distribution of the length of the conjugated seg-
ments between flips. In Sec. IV we discuss our numerical
simulations performed with the original microscopic Hamil-
tonian and compare with the analytical results. Finally in
Sec. V we calculate optical properties based on the results of
our model in Sec. III and compare with experiments.

II. THE MODEL

We study the conformational behavior of a conjugated
chain with allowed rotations around the single bonds, taking
into account both the electronic transfer terms and steric re-
pulsion interactions in the system as the most relevant to our
purpose. It is widely accepted that, due to steric interactions,
delocalization of electrons is hindered, although the manner
and extent of this is yet to be fully understood. As noted
above, we propose that a long chain does not distort in a
continuous wormlike manner, but rather, in a disjointed fash-
ion, forming numerous smaller than original length, almost
planar segments~also referred to as ‘‘strings’’!, separated by
sudden, local breaks~or ‘‘flips’’ ! caused by large relative
angles. Specifically, a number of consecutive platelets are
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coplanar~to within a small angle! with those adjacent until
the next one lies in a plane forming an angle of much greater
magnitude than the previous ones. Then the adjacent plate-
lets form another almost planar string until a further flip
occurs, producing a distribution of angles between platelets
mainly concentrated around zero, occurring in clusters, with
a few outside of that range. Thus the long chain can be
considered to be a collection of quasiplanar segments sepa-
rated by large angle flips. The optical properties are domi-
nated by the distribution of segment lengths; thus the precise
distribution of angles within a segment is unimportant. To
substantiate the proposed picture, we calculate the probabil-
ity distribution of such breaks or ‘‘flips,’’ as well as the num-
ber and length of planar segments or ‘‘strings’’ in a chain of
total 2N carbon atoms, and we compare the results with
numerical experiments on the same systems. Within this pic-
ture, we are able to account for aspects of the experimental
behavior of the third order polarizabilityg of such conju-
gated systems.9 The implication of such an approach sug-
gests that the idea of a single effective length for a given
chain is inadequate. The chain behaves in effect, not as one
of smaller than original length, but as a collection of smaller
ones. In this study we neglect interactions between those
segments. Also, the length of these segments may not be
constant, but may change together with the configuration of
the chain with time evolution. However, the ensemble of
chains has a stationary probability distribution. Our simula-
tions, discussed in Sec. IV are in good quantitative agree-
ment with this model. Note the similarity of this picture to
that of Schweizer who studied linear optical properties and
phase transitions in polymers.10

We now introduce the microscopic Hamiltonian of our
system. A chain of 2N atoms with one unpaired electron per
atom is considered. The chain is treated as a one dimensional
system with 2N sites, each occupied by an atom. The most
relevant interactions for our problem are the steric interac-
tions between adjacent groups, which tend to keep adjacent
platelets away from planarity, and the delocalization of elec-
trons, which favors the planar conformation. The electron–
phonon coupling interaction is explicitly neglected, although
bond dimerization is imposed. Electron–electron interactions
are not considered at this stage; however we expect that they
reduce delocalization, thus making the steric effect even
more important and our picture more relevant.

The Hamiltonian

H52(
s

(
n51

N

@ tdcns,1
† cns,21ts cos~un2un11!

3cns,2
† cn11s,11h.c.#2 (

n51

N

V0 cos~un2un11! ~1!

describes the conjugation and the steric effect. Each of theN
unit cells contains two carbon atoms—a double and a single
bond of fixed length. The standard fermionic operators
cns,a
† (cns,a) create~annihilate! an electron of spins on
positiona of unit cell n. ts and td are the electron transfer
integrals for single and double bonds, respectively. They can
be obtained from experimental observation of the band gap
through an electron–phonon coupling model like that of
Su–Schrieffer–Heeger.11 Notice that transfer across a single
bond depends on the relative orientation of the neighboring
platelets.V0 represents an effective steric hindrance energy
parameter. If the interaction is favorable, as for example in
hydrogen bonding cases,V0.0; if the steric interactions are
repulsive, then eitherV0,0 or we can consider a term of the
form cos~p2Du!52cos~Du!.

Our model stresses the competition between conjugation
and steric interactions. We should emphasize though that, in
contrast to Rossiet al.,2 we begin from a microscopic de-
scription instead of using a phenomenological model. Rossi
et al. study the role of conformational disorder of such sys-
tems with the use of effective potentials,

HR5 (
n51

N

2Ec cos 2~un2un11!2Es cos~un2un11!

5Hconj1Hster. ~2!

The form of the conjugation term agrees with our intuitive
understanding; it exhibits a minimum when the platelets are
aligned, and a maximum when they are perpendicular to
each other. By a simple change of variablesfn5un2un11,
with Jacobian equal to unity, we can transform both Hamil-
tonians to relative angle of platelets variables,$fi%.

We now derive the phenomenological Hamiltonian@Eq.
~2!# from the microscopic Hamiltonian@Eq. ~1!#. Starting
from the electronic part of our model@Eq. ~1!#, through a
perturbation expansion for small angles, we derive the angu-
lar dependence for the conjugation energy. Since the first
term of Eq.~2! represents the change in conjugation energy
caused by a conformational change, this provides justifica-
tion for the use of such widely used phenomenological po-
tentials and relates it analytically to the ratio of transfer in-
tegrals. We also show numerically, for all angles, agreement
with the Ec value and with the cos~2f! functional depen-
dence.

We assume that all the platelets are aligned with each
other except for the two in positionnp andnp11, i.e., allfn

are set to zero except for those two such that they form an
anglefnp

5unp2unp11. Note that if the minimum energy
angle is notf50, butfeq, we can expand aroundfeq instead
of f50. The subsequent argument is unaffected. Assuming

FIG. 1. Model system, adjacent platelets form a relative anglef.
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the angles are small enough to allow for an expansion of the
cosf, the first term of the Hamiltonian can be expressed in
the following manner:

H5H01V~f!,

H52(
s

(
n51

N

~ tdcns,1
† cns,21tscns,2

† cn11s,11h.c.!

1(
s

ts
2

fnp
2 cnps,2

† cnp11s,11h.c.,

where H0 is the standard tight binding Hamiltonian with
known exact analytic solutions for periodic boundary condi-
tions.V~f! can be viewed as the perturbative effect of con-
formational disorder on conjugation and is thus related to the
phenomenological term ofHR . After making the approxima-
tion for small angles and requiring it to hold for all anglesf,

^G0uVuG0&5^G0u(
s

ts
2

fnp
2 cnps,2

† cnp11s,11h.c.uG0&

52Ecf
2>Ec~12cos 2f!,

whereuG0& is the ground state eigenfunction of the standard
Hamiltonian H0. Exploiting the periodic boundary condi-
tions,H0 can be diagonalized with the following operators
keeping in mind that there are two carbon atoms per unit
cell,

cks,a5
1

AN (
n

e2 ikncns,a ,

k52p j /N, j50,1,...,~N21!,

and a51,2 stands for the position of a carbon atom in the
unit cell.H0 now becomes

H052(
k,s

~cks,1
† ,cks,2

† !S 0 td1tse
2 ik

td1tse
ik 0 D

3S cks,1

cks,2
D

and can be brought to diagonal form with the standard trans-
formation

T5S eiak cosuks 2eiak sin uks

sin uks cosuks
D

with

tanak52
ts sin k

td1ts cosk
~3!

anduks5p/4. The HamiltonianH0 can be expressed in terms
of new operators

H052(
s

(
i51,2

(
k
Eks,ibks,i

† bks,i

with

Eks, j5~21! j~ td
21ts

212tstd cosk!1/2

and

S bks1

bks2
D 5T21S cks,1

cks,2
D .

The ground stateuG0&5Pk50,s
,p bks,1

† u0&, where u0& is the
vacuum state, andbks,1

† 5(1/&)(cks,1
† eiak 1 cks,2

† ). By ex-
pressingV in terms of the new operatorsbka , we obtain the
energy correction

Ec5
ts
N (

k
cos~ak1k!.

From Eq.~3!,

cosak5

td
ts

1cosk

F11
td
2

ts
212tstd coskG1/2,

sin ak5
2sin k

F11
td
2

ts
212tstd coskG1/2.

Using the trigonometric identity for sums of cosines,

Ec52
1

2N (
k
ts

td
ts

1cosk

F11S tdtsD
2

12
td
ts
coskG1/2.

Approximating the sums with integrals, we obtain

Ec5
ts
4p F 1

td
ts

11

K~r !1
td
ts

S 11
td
ts
D 2E~r !

2S 11
td
ts
D 2K~r !G ,

whereE(r ) andK(r ) are the complete elliptic integrals of
the first kind and second kind, respectively, with argument

r5

2F tdtsG
1/2

11
td
ts

.

As the physically relevant range occurs when the ratior
approaches one, we consider this limiting behavior of the
elliptic integrals. For r close to one,K(r ) approaches
1
2 ln~16/12r !, andE(r ). 1

2 ln~16/12r !21. After some alge-
bra, we find

K~r !5 ln 41 lnS td
ts

11

td
ts

21
D 5 ln 412 coth21S tdtsD .

Similarly, E(r )5ln 412 tanh21(td/ts)21. Finally, we set
t[(td/ts), and we obtain
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Ec5
ts
4p H ln 412 coth21~ t !

11t
12t2@ ln 412 coth21~ t !#

2t~11t !2J . ~4!

We notice immediately the dependence of the conjugation
energy per units oftd on the ratio,t, of the transfer integrals.
According to standard mean field theories~see, for example,
Ref. 11! this ratio depends only on the band gapEg and
bandwidthWg of the system

td /ts5
11Eg /Wg

12Eg /Wg
.

We are thus able to connect our microscopic model to a
phenomenological one whose parameters can be obtained
from experimental data. By using the ‘‘standard’’ values for
Eg51.4 eV andWg510 eV ~and ts52.15 eV, td52.85 eV!
for polyenes, we obtain forEc/N50.015 eV. To check the
validity of our approximations, we numerically performed
the same calculation with the original Hamiltonian, and ob-
tained the same value forEc .

Having made the above connections, we can use theHR

Hamiltonian of Eq.~2! to study the chain under conforma-
tional disorder. Estimates for the effective steric potential
parameter in solution are based on NMR spectroscopy and in
the gas phase on Raman spectroscopy, as well asab initio or
semiempirical calculations. For example, for polyacetylene
Rossiet al. used the valueEs51.5 kcal/mol.13 Here, we do
not consider any particular system and we takeV050.026
eV, a room-temperature value. This value should be appro-
priately changed for each polymer.

III. FRAGMENTARY VS WORMLIKE CHAIN

A. Calculation of number of flips in a chain

To distinguish between a wormlike and a fragmentary
chain, we would like to know how many abrupt changes
occur in equilibrium conformations of the system. The defi-
nition of an abrupt change may seem rather arbitrary, but our
results turn out to be insensitive to its absolute measure
within broad limits. Crudely, one can think of bonds as com-
pletely conjugated~u i2u i1150! or completely broken
~u i2u i115p/2!. We consider a more realistic situation; a
‘‘flip’’ occurs when uu i2u i11u.f0. In the simulations on
polyacetylene, discussed in detail in Sec. IV,f0 is taken to
be 10°, 15°, and 20° without qualitative difference in the
results. We thus proceed to calculate the probability distribu-
tion as well as the most probable number of flips in a chain
of N double bonds, using theHR Hamiltonian@Eq. ~2!#.

Our model only includes nearest neighbor interactions—
the relative angles of platelets are thus independent variables.
The probability distribution of any anglefi is

P~f!5
eb~Ec cos 2f1Es cosf!

Z
,

whereb5~1/kT! andZ 5 *2p
p dfeEc cos 2f1Es cosf. For sys-

tems which favor a planar conformation, we expect the

angles to be small, so we expand the Hamiltonian around the
minimumf50 ~if feqÞ0, an expansion is made aroundfeq!,

HR5(
i51

N

2Ec~122f i
2!2Es~12f i

2/2!.

The angle dependency is usually ignored because its effect
on electronic properties is negligible. We will show however
that, no matter how small, these angular deviations give rise
to a new physical picture. A similar approach can be taken
for chains with a minimum configuration other than the per-
fectly planar one and the qualitative behavior is the same.
The probability distribution now becomes

P~f!5
e2bf2~Es14Ec!/2

*2p
p dfe2bf2~Es14Ec!/2

. ~5!

We can now obtain from Eq.~5! the probability of two ad-
jacent platelets being coplanar, and we find it to beP~0!
50.72. From the numerical simulations~Sec. IV!, we also
observe approximately 70% of the angles to be around zero.
Such clustering of the relative angles of platelets around zero
reinforces the fragmented chain picture.

We now calculate the most probable number of flips or
breaks,m* , in conjugation in the chain. Consider an open
chain, so there areN21 single bonds. If all platelets were
coplanar, the energy of the system would be

E52~N21!~Es1Ec!.

If one flip occurs, then E52(N22)(Es1Ec)
2Es cosf2Ec cos 2f. Form flips,

E52~N2m21!~Es1Ec!2(
i51

m

~Es cosf i1Ec cos 2f i !.

So

Z5(
m

e~N2m21!~Es1Ec!/kTeb( i51
m

~Es cosf i1Ec cos 2f i !Cm
N

5(
m

Tm ,

whereCm
N215[(N21)!/m!(N2m21)!] takes into account

the different waysm flips can occur inN21 possible sites. In
Fig. 2, we notice that this distribution of flips agrees very
well with that obtained from the results of numerical experi-
ments described in detail in Sec. IV. After making Stirling’s
approximation, we obtain for the most probable number of
flips,m* ,

dTm
dm

50⇒ m*

N
.e2~Es1Ec!/kT. ~6!

SinceEs is directly related toV0 andEc to (td/ts) according
to relation ~4!, our result is immediately connected to our
original model. Note that as the temperatureT increases,
more flips are expected to occur. Similarly, a longer chain
can support more flips. These results agree with intuitive
ideas of increasing disorder with increasing temperature, as
well as higher number of conformational distortions at
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longer lengths. Additionally, we can see from the above for-
mula that asN increases, one expects to find more planar
segments~strings!, instead of longer ones. So the probability
distribution of lengths of the strings will eventually be inde-
pendent ofN. We compare the values of the most probable
number of flips for a chain of 30 atoms at different tempera-
tures between predictions of the model and numerical experi-
ments ~see Sec. IV!, and find relatively good agreement.
Since the long chain limit has been invoked, we expect an
even better agreement for longer chains. As can be seen in
Table I, the number of flips is substantial, supporting the idea
of a fragmented chain.

B. Calculation of `N(l )

We are also interested in the probability of finding a
fully conjugated segment of lengthl between flips in the
chain. We consider such strings to be fully conjugated when
the angular difference of adjacent platelets is small, i.e.,

uf i u<f0

for all i within the segment. Determining this probability
distribution,`N( l ), is important because it will enable the
calculation of experimental physical properties of these sys-
tems, such as the absorption spectrum, the linear polarizabil-
ity, a, and the second hyperpolarizability,g, described in
Sec. V.

In general, for any property,x, its averagê x& can be
obtained from the probability distributioǹN( l ) in the fol-
lowing way: if we consider an ensemble ofZ molecules,
each withN double bonds, then

^x&5
1

Z (
all seg, all mol

x5
1

Z (
l
N~ l !x~ l !

5
1

Z (
l
Ntot,seg̀

N~ l !x~ l !, ~7!

where`N( l )5N( l )/Ntot,seg, with N( l ) the number of seg-
ments with lengthl in the ensemble andNtot,seg the total
number of segments. Finally,

^x&
N

5 K 1l L(l `N~ l !x~ l !, ~8!

where^~1/l !& is 1/N times the average number of segments
per molecule or( l [`

N( l )/ l ].
We now proceed to calculatèN( l ). Consider an open

chain withN double bonds andk breaks, or ‘‘flips’’ as de-
fined above, in theN21 single bonds so thatk11 segments
constitute the chain. Thei th segment has lengthni . The
probability of having a segment of lengthl in this molecule,
Pk
N( l ), is given by

Pk
N~ l !5Mk

N (
n151

N

(
n251

N

••• (
nk1151

N

dSN2 (
i51

k11

ni D
3@d~n12 l !1•••1d~nk112 l !#

with normalization factorMk
N. Recognizing that all terms are

equivalent, and using the exponential form of the delta func-
tion we obtain

Pk
N~ l !5Mk

N~k11!(
n2

••• (
nk11

E
0

2p

expF iuSN2 l2 (
2

k11

ni D G
3

du

~2p!
.

After performing the summations and some algebra,

Pk
N~ l !5Mk

N~k11!
~N212 l !!

~N2k2 l !!
.

To obtain the normalization factor from( l51
N2kPk

N( l )51, we
redefineMk8

N 5 Mk
N(k 1 1), and use( l51

N2k[(N2 l21)!/
(N2k2 l )!]5[(N21)!/k(N2k21)!]. Finally,

Pk
N~ l !5

k~N2k21!! ~N2 l21!!

~N21!! ~N2k2 l !!
for kÞ0

and

P0
N~ l !5dN,l .

The total probability of having a segment of lengthl , is
Pk
N( l ) multiplied by the probability ofk breaks in a length of

N double bonds, which is given byCk
N21pN212kqk ~Ck

N21

being the same binomial coefficient as previously!. There-
fore,

FIG. 2. Probability distribution of ‘‘flips’’ in a chain of 30 carbon atoms at
T5300 K from theory and simulations

TABLE I. Most probable number of flips in a chain of 30 carbon atoms
from theory and simulation.

T ~K! mcalc* msim*

300 3 2
400 4.5 3
600 7 5
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`N~ l !5 (
k51

N2 l

pN212kqk
~N212 l !!

~N2 l2k!!

k~N212k!! ~N21!!

~N21!! ~N212k!!k!
.

~9!

p here corresponds to having two consecutive coplanar plate-
lets, and, similarly,q512p to having a flip or break in
conjugation.

Simplifying the equation and renamingk5k21, we ob-
tain

`N~ l !5pN22q (
k50

N2 l21 S qpD
k

Ck
N2 l21

5pN22qS 11
q

pD
N2 l21

5
pN22q

pN2 l21 ~p1q!N2 l21, `N~ l !5pl21q. ~10!

Sincep is the probability of having two single bonds copla-
nar, it can be related to the number of flips in the chain in the
following way:

p5
N212m*

N21
,

wherem* is the most probable number of flips in a chain of
N21 single bonds. If the largeN limit is assumed,m* is
given by Eq.~6!, so that

p5
N212Ne2~Es1Ec!/kT

N21
. ~11!

Comparison with simulations~Sec. IV! is good as can be
seen in Fig. 3. As expected, there is better agreement with
increasingN.

IV. SIMULATIONS

In addition to the analytical model described above, the
effect of conformational disorder on conjugated systems and
their optical properties was also studied through numerical
simulations. To test the validity of the fragmentary chain
picture we used the full Hamiltonian of Eq.~1!. We find that
the results of those simulations agree with the predictions
of our analytical model. A Metropolis algorithm14 was
employed—instead of choosing configurations randomly and
then weighing them with a Boltzmann weight, we choose
them with a probabilitye2bH and then weigh them equally.
Configurations are produced by randomly moving one angle
at a time in succession along the chain. The total energy is

FIG. 3. Probability distribution of a segment ofl double bonds in chains of~a! N523; ~b! N530; ~c! N545; ~d! N565 double bonds from theory~s! and
simulation~* !.
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calculated by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian of Eq.~1! for
that configuration. The average of any property,y, is then

^y&51/M(
i51

M

yi , ~12!

whereyi is the value of the propertyy of the i th configura-
tion.M is the total number of configurations. Typically,M is
5000N in our case. The first configuration is randomly gen-
erated and configurations contribute to averages only after
‘‘equilibrium’’ is reached. From the equilibrium configura-
tions, we extract information about the chain distortion. For
the cases we considered, the notion of the fragmentary chain
is appropriate. First, we observe that the overwhelming ma-
jority of angles is indeed close to zero as discussed in the
previous section. We found flips as defined in Sec. III and
almost planar segments between flips. A typical configura-
tion for N545 can be seen in Fig. 4. Note the appearance of
flips. We performed the simulations at three different tem-
peratures,T5300, 400, 600 K; for five different ratios of
transfer integralsts/td from 0.3 to 0.8; for values of the steric
energy parameterV0 between 0.026 and 0.0033 eV; and for
chains between 30 and 130 C atoms.

We also calculated the linear polarizabilitya. For each
configuration, we use the standard expression from perturba-
tion theory

a52(
n

8
^Gumun&^numuG&

En2EG
, ~13!

where^Gumun& is the transition moment matrix element be-
tween an excited and the ground state, and we obtain the
average according to Eq.~12!. All matrix elements are com-
puted within the tight-binding approximation. With a cen-
trosymmetric position system and within the one electron
approximation,^Gumun& becomes( ici

†hoci
elzi , wherezi is

the distance of sitei from the origin—the center of the chain
in our case—andci

†hoceli the eigenfunctions of the hole and
the electron, respectively, of the excited stateun&. The origi-
nal choice forV0, ts , and td , as commented in Sec. II, is

0.026, 2.15, and 2.85 eV, respectively. Note from Fig. 5 the
striking dependence of the linear polarizability to the transfer
integrals ratio, and the insensitivity to the steric parameter.
This is fortunate since the transfer integrals can be computed
from experimental measurements of the band gap and band-
width, while the steric parameter determination is based on
cruder methods. The dependence on the ratio of transfer in-
tegrals is evident in our calculations of Sec. III.

V. OPTICAL PROPERTIES: a, g, AND ABSORPTION

With an analytical expression for the probability of oc-
currence of a planar segment of lengthl in a chain ofN
double bonds, we can calculate any physical property of the
system and compare with numerical simulations and experi-
ments to test the relevance and applicability of the proposed
picture of the chain as a collection of small planar segments.
Extensive discussion of the optical properties can be found
elsewhere.15 Here we will comment only briefly on optical
properties, since they will be discussed in a forthcoming pa-
per. We will show that there is agreement with numerical
experiments, and that we are able to explain many of the
features of recent experiments on long chains.9

We calculate these properties according to our proposed
model of Eq.~8!, as was explained in Sec. III. Here,x( l ) is
the value of the property of a completely planar all trans
chain with 2l carbon atoms. Fora( l ), we use the expression
of Eq. ~13!. For g( l ), we follow the approach of Yaron
et al.12

We compare with the simulations in the following way:
we use the configurations generated by the simulations, after
diagonalization of the electronic and steric Hamiltonian of
Eq. ~1!, and calculatea in the manner explained in Sec. IV
andg according to Ref. 12. We compare with the predictions
of our analytical model, which uses the probability distribu-
tion of Eqs. ~10!–~11!. The values of the parameters are
again, V050.026 eV, ts52.15 eV, andtd52.85 eV. The
agreement can be seen in Figs. 6 and 7. Our analytical model

FIG. 4. Typical configuration of a chain of 45 double bonds from the simu-
lations.

FIG. 5. a/N from simulations.~1! V050.026 eV,ts52.15 eV,td52.85 eV.
~* ! V050.013 eV,ts52.15 eV,td52.85 eV.~s! V050.0065 eV,ts52.15 eV,
td52.85 eV.~3! V050.026 eV,ts51.52 eV,td52.85 eV.
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captures the behavior of the system. When we compare our
results with that of recent experiment,9 we can immediately
see that our saturation value forg/N is close to the experi-
mental value@14.5310234 vs 16310234 electrostatic units
~esu!, respectively#. In our model, the saturation is reached
for chains of'80 carbons~40 double bonds!, longer than
theoretically predicted for the fully planar all trans molecule
~'20–30 double bonds!,12,16,17and shorter than seen in the
experiment~saturation at 240 carbons!. This latter discrep-
ancy may be partly due to the phenyl ring in the middle of
the molecules used in the experiment, which may cause the
chains to behave as half the length originally thought, as
noted already by Samuelet al.9 Also, note that there is an
uncertainty in the value of the steric potential constant,V0,
used. We have used a value forV0 which may need to be
modified for the particular molecules of the experiment.

We also study the absorption of long chains. We model
the absorption of the 11Ag→1 1Bu electronic transition of a
polyene of lengthl , by

I l~v!5
d/p

~v2v l !
21d2

m l
2,

wherev l5A1B/ l can be obtained by fitting experimental
data in the usual way, andm is obtained in the same manner
as described in Sec. IV. So the absorption of a chain ofN
double bonds is given, according to our model by Eq.~8!,

^I ~v!&5(
l

d/p

~v2v l !
21d2

mell
2
•`N~ l !.

As in the case withg, we observe a faster ‘‘saturation’’ than
the experiment~Fig. 8!.

VI. CONCLUSION

Starting from a microscopic description, we propose an
alternative way to consider conformational disorder on con-
jugated chains. Instead of focusing on the majority of small
angular deviations of adjacent platelets, we consider the few
big breaks or ‘‘flips.’’ We propose that the distribution of the
length of the segments between flips is the most relevant for
the optical properties of these chains. Our predictions are
supported by numerical simulations. Certain aspects of re-
cent experimental observations are also accounted for. In the
process, we derive the form of the phenomenological term
used to describe the conjugation effect of these systems and
relate its parameters to measurable quantities, but retain the
phenomenological form of the steric interactions. Further
work on this is in progress.
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